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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Good morning and thanks for sticking around. I’m Drew Condon and I am a research coastal engineer with the US Army Engineer Research and Development Center Coastal and Hydraulics Lab. I sit within the Coastal Hazards Group and had previously worked at the Jacksonville district where some of this work was completed.

https://chs.erdc.dren.mil/
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• USACE guidance on extraordinary storm determination
• Recent events impacting the state

• November 2021 Nor’easter
• Hurricane Ian (September 2022)
• Hurricane Nicole (November 2022)

• Summary
• Questions

TODAY’S TALK

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Today I am going to talk about USACE guidance on extraordinary storm determination and then walk through a few recent events.
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• Civil Emergency Management (CEM) Program of the U.S. Army Corps of 
Engineers under the authorities of 33 USC 701n (commonly referred to as Public 
Law (PL) 84-99)

• If HSPP is active and there is reasonable evidence that the storm event can meet 
the definition of an extraordinary storm (ER 500-1-1, paragraph 5-20.d) the district 
will perform a field investigation to determine the extent of the damages

• If the field investigation provides sufficient evidence that major damages have 
occurred (for either hardened features of the project, or loss of significant 
quantities of sand), the district will prepare a complete Project Information Report 
(PIR)

• The PIR will contain detailed justification to substantiate a finding that the storm 
meets the criteria of “extraordinary storm”, as defined by ER 500-1-1, paragraph 
5-20.d

HSPP REHABILITATION ASSISTANCE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Alright, so a lot of government speak here that talks about Hurricane and shore protection project rehabilitation assistance. The guidance is commonly referred to as Public Law 84-99. For a rehabilitation assistance to be given first a project information report (PIR) must be written and shown that major damages have occurred. There are definitions for major damages that are somewhat fluid and honestly I don’t have the most recent guidance since I left the district. But before we even get to that step that calculates volume change and things like that, we need an extraordinary storm to proceed with the process.
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ER 500-1-1, “EMERGENCY EMPLOYMENT OF ARMY AND 
OTHER RESOURCES, CIVIL EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT 

PROGRAM”
ER 500-1-1 Paragraph 5-20(e). The Extraordinary Storm. To be eligible for Rehabilitation Assistance, the HSPP must
be substantially eroded/damaged by wind, wave, or water action of an other than ordinary nature. USACE defines
this as an "extraordinary storm". An extraordinary storm is a storm that, due to length or severity, creates weather
conditions that cause significant amounts of damage to a Hurricane/Shore Protection Project.

ER 500-1-1 Paragraph 5-20(e)(1). "Length or severity" refers to a Category 3 or higher hurricane as measured on the
Saffir-Simpson scale, or a storm that has an exceedance frequency equal to or greater than the design storm of the
project.

ER 500-1-1 Paragraph 5-20(f). Extraordinary Storm Justification. The PIR must include justification that
substantiates the occurrence of an extraordinary storm. The determination of whether a storm qualifies as
extraordinary will be made by the Director of Civil Works, in consultation with the Assistant Secretary of the Army
for Civil Works (ASA(CW)) if necessary. PIR justification will include relevant data from the National Weather Service.
Saffir-Simpson scale Category I and Category II hurricanes (as measured at the HSPP project) are presumed to be
ordinary storms in the absence of a preponderance of evidence that indicates a different conclusion.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What makes a storm extraordinary is in some cases very objective, if it is Cat 3 or higher at landfall, but in most cases very subjective, a preponderance of evidence that indicates a different conclusion. There is no definition of a preponderance of evidence so we have taken an approach of analyzing all the data we have at the time and weighing it against the historical record and other statistical datasets. 
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NOVEMBER 2021 NOR'EASTER
• Classic mid-latitude cyclone directly impacted 

Northeast FL 5 - 6 November
• Peak wind gusts of 70 mph
• 2 – 4 inches of rainfall
• Tidal flooding and extreme erosion

• Indirect impacts from waves and elevated water levels 
continued for days

Credit: News4Jax

Credit: NOAA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I am going to begin with a unique event that was the original focus of this talk before Ian and Nicole. In early November 2021 a nor’easter caused heavy erosion in northeast Florida. The storm coincided with already high tides and dropped 2-4 inches of rain and heavy winds over a multi-day timeframe. The primary effects were November 5 and 6 but due to the size and slow movement of the storm effects lasted many days.



62021 NOR’EASTER
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

• Storm was not a Category 3 storm or higher
• Local HSPP do not have a specific “design storm”
• Need to show a “preponderance of evidence” that indicates the storm was extraordinary
• Short time frame to complete analysis – multiple priorities in immediate post-storm 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This storm was obviously not a Category 3 or higher on the Saffir-Simpson scale since it wasn’t even tropical so we needed to show a preponderance of evidence. The HSPP does not have a design storm as the design is optimized by a BC ratio. Also, one thing to mention is that in the immediate post-storm when this evaluation needs to be done and data is limited. We are pretty much restricted to permanent NOAA WL gauges and NDBC buoys. There are also rapid deploy gauges for some events but we don’t always have the data back from them in time or the data has not always been properly QA’d by that time.Here you see the limited water level data we had from Fernandina and Mayport. At both locations we see a couple of days with water levels elevated over 0.5 meter. We typically compare these values to statistical hazard curves computed by the Coastal Hazards System and based on the observed record at the gauge using the StormSim suite of tools that our lab has developed. In both cases the observed water levels were not extraordinarily high.
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• Elevated water levels and waves for multiple days
• Peak values are high, but not necessarily extraordinary
• Field surveys show tremendous erosion in Northeast FL

2021 NOR’EASTER
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

Fernandina Beach St. Augustine

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The water levels themselves do not make the case of an extraordinary storm so we move to the wave data. There is a buoy offshore of Fernandina and St. Augustine. Both buoys show elevated waves for multiple days. Like the water levels the peak values were high, but not necessarily extraordinary. Meanwhile we had conducted field surveys which had shown incredible erosion on local beaches. We started to think about ways to account for the duration of the event in our evaluation.
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• To develop a “preponderance of evidence” additional metrics need to be looked at:
• This event was long duration - Cumulative Wave Energy

• Separated storm events from timeseries using POT = mean + 2 x std. dev.
• Sum of wave energy (taken as Hs2)

2021 NOR’EASTER
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

St. Augustine
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our first attempt to include duration was to calculate the cumulative wave energy. To do this we needed to separate the record into storm events. We used a Peak Over Threshold value equal to the mean wave height plus two standard deviations to define the POT value. Each event was determined and the sum of the wave height squared was used as a proxy for the cumulative wave energy of the event. Here are how the top 15 events at the time stacked up. In the about 4 years this nor’easter ranked eight in terms of cumulative wave energy. Given the short timeframe of the record that still isn’t very extraordinary. It was a little lower ranked at Fernandina given the longer record there.
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• To develop a “preponderance of evidence” additional metrics need to be looked at:
• Ranked 8th in buoy’s record for Cumulative Wave Energy

• Not necessarily extraordinary
• Impacts appeared worse than many events ranked higher
• Utilized CERC equation to estimated longshore transport potential for each storm event

• Sum of CERC equation (linear wave theory from buoy to nearshore)

2021 NOR’EASTER
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

St. Augustine
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another bit of low-hanging fruit given the data we had, was to look at the longshore sediment transport potential using the CERC equation. The observed impacts seemed much worse than what we had seen from storms with higher peak wave heights or higher cumulative wave energy. The CERC equation also considers not just wave height but also direction relative to the shoreline. Calculating and summing the CERC equation produced an estimate of sediment transport potential. This nor’easter ranked as the highest at St. Augustine which matched the damages seen in St. Johns County. This proved enough to check the box as an extraordinary storm and continue with the PIR process to seek PL84-99 rehab assistance.
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HURRICANE IAN SEPTEMBER 2022
• Meets the definition of extraordinary in SW FL

• Cat 4 at landfall
• Record surge
• Large storm size

• Heavy erosion on East Coast beaches
• TS / Cat 1 

Credit: CIMMS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I wanted to shift to the two recent events here in Florida. Of course, Ian met the definition of an extraordinary storm in Southwest Florida based on the landfall intensity but there was also heavy erosion on the east coast which triggered local counties to request assistance. 



11HURRICANE IAN
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

Southwest FL 
• Storm meets definition 

of extraordinary
• Category 4 at landfall
• SWL Comparison with 

Coastal Hazards 
System (CHS) Hazard 
Curves

• ~0.02 AEF (50 yr)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Ian we quickly put the observations on the west coast into perspective. Here you see the observed water level at Ft. Myers on top and Naples on the bottom. The Naples gauge went offline and may have not captured the peak. Simple comparisons of the peak observed values with the Coastal Hazards System show a best estimate Annual exceedance frequency of about 0.02 which equates to about a 50 year storm.



12HURRICANE IAN
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

Central FL
• TS while exiting, Cat 1 

offshore
• SWL Comparison with 

Coastal Hazards 
System (CHS) Hazard 
Curves

• ~0.35 AEF (3 yr)
• Peak waves 3rd

highest at buoy
• StormSim-SST ARI 

~ 11 yr
• Extraordinary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the east coast, the process followed was similar to the nor’easter. We broke the coast down into a southeast, central and northeast region for evaluation. The southeast region did not show anything extraordinary but in the central Florida region you could make an argument. Ian was a tropical storm when it exited the state and quickly strengthen to a cat 1 hurricane. Water level comparisons between CHS and observations at Trident Pier in Port Canaveral show peak water levels equating to a 0.35 AEF. Wave heights were very high with the third highest peak measured going back to 2006. The wave timeseries was put into StormSim SST (Stochastic Simulation Technique) for extreme value analysis and estimated the peak wave height with an 11 year Annual Recurrence Interval. Based on these observations the storm was extraordinary in Brevard.



13HURRICANE IAN
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

Northeast FL
• Cat 1 offshore
• SWL Comparison with 

Coastal Hazards 
System (CHS) Hazard 
Curves

• ~0.9 AEF (1 yr)
• Peak waves 2nd and 

4th highest at 41117 
and 41112

• High rank in 
cumulative wave 
energy and longshore 
transport potential

• Extraordinary
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St. Augustine

Fernandina

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In northeast Florida the impacts were even greater. Ian was a Cat 1 offshore, but the area, like all of Florida had experienced days of impacts by the time the storm passed. Water level comparisons showed that peak values were not too high. However the peak wave heights were ranked 2nd and 4th highest at St. Augustine and Fernandina in their respective records. Ian was the highest ranked event in terms of cumulative wave height and sediment transport potential at the St. Augustine buoy. Ian was third at Fernandina in both categories. With this evidence it was extraordinary. 
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HURRICANE NICOLE NOVEMBER 2022
• Category 1 storm offshore east Florida

• TS briefly offshore west coast
• Large wind field = long duration of impacts
• Heavy erosion on already eroded east 

coast beaches

Credit: NASA

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Finally, we had impacts from Nicole on the east coast in November 2022. Nicole was a Category 1 storm, but had an incredibly large wind field. This equates to a very long duration event, similar to the nor’easter a year prior. Again, we had heavy erosion reported along east coast beaches.



15HURRICANE NICOLE
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

Southeast FL
• Highest water level on 

record at South Port 
Everglades and Lake 
Worth Pier

• Ft. Pierce buoy went 
offline during event

• 3rd highest wave 
height

• Combined with Ian 
impacts

• Extraordinary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For Nicole, Southeast FL had high water level observations and high wave observations before the buoy went offline. Combined with the not extraordinary impacts of Ian, Nicole was labeled extraordinary.



16HURRICANE NICOLE
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

Central FL
• Cat 1 offshore
• SWL Comparison with 

Coastal Hazards 
System (CHS) Hazard 
Curves for WL

• ~0.09 AEF (11 yr)
• Canaveral buoy went 

offline
• StormSim-SST ARI 

~ 9 yr
• Extraordinary

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Central Florida there were high water levels and waves coupled. Both were estimated with around an 11 year ARI. The Canaveral buoy went offline during the event, but Nicole still ranks in the top 10 events in cumulative wave energy and sediment transport potential. As such, it is extraordinary.



17HURRICANE NICOLE
EXTRAORDINARY STORM DETERMINATION

Northeast FL
• Long duration
• Water levels 2nd in 6-

min WL record (~ 30 
yrs)

• Peak waves 3rd

highest at 41117 and 
41112

• Highest rank in 
cumulative wave 
energy 

• Extraordinary
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St. Augustine

Fernandina

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In northeast Florida, Nicole was also extraordinary. Water levels were high and ranked second in the almost 30 year record. Waves were the 3rd highest recorded at both the St. Augustine and Fernandina buoys. At the St. Augustine buoy Nicole replaced Ian as the highest ranked event in cumulative wave energy. It was second ranked at the Fernandina buoy.
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SUMMARY

• It’s been a busy year in Florida
• Catastrophic damage throughout Southwest FL from Ian
• Repeated extraordinary erosional events in Northeast FL
• Compound effects from Nicole and Ian led to large impacts in Southeast FL

• Guidance does not make Extraordinary Storm analysis straightforward
• Hydrodynamic and morphodynamic impacts are not always correlated to Saffir-Simpson 

Scale Category
• Projects are not designed to a single design storm or event

• Data is very important
• We always need more observations
• Often data / peaks are not captured in storm events
• Wave observation voids off Southeast (soon to be improved) and Southwest Florida
• Water level observations are sparse
• USGS Flood Event Viewer can supplement some of the voids, but more permanent longer-

term records would help
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EXTRAORDINARY STORM ANALYSIS

Contact Information:
USACE Engineer R&D Center, Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory

Drew Condon, PhD, P.E.
Email: Andrew.J.Condon@erdc.dren.mil

Kevin Hodgens P.E.
Email: Kevin.C.Hodgens@erdc.dren.mil

mailto:Andrew.J.Condon@erdc.dren.mil
mailto:Meredith.L.Carr@erdc.dren.mil
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